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1. MAIN RESULTS 
It is known that given a function f holomorphic in a bounded domain 
DcCN, N>1, there are xebD and an arc A in DU{x} with x as one end 
point along which f is a constant [4]. On the other hand, given a bounded 
strictly pseudoconvex domain DccN with boundary of class C2 there is a 
function f holomorphic in D such that whenever y: [0, 1]-+ D is a smooth path, 
y([O, 1))cD, y(l) e bD, y(1) not tangent to bD at y(l) then lim1_. 1 f(y(t)) does 
not exist [4]. In the present paper we strenghten this by proving that for every 
bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain DccN with boundary of class C2 
there are a function f holomorphic in D and a parabolic approach region such 
that f has no limit along any (not necessarily smooth) path approaching a 
boundary point through such a region: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let DcCN, N> 1, be a bounded, strictly pseudoconvex 
domain with boundary of class C2• There are an A> 0 and a function f holo-
morphic in D with the property that 
{ if )I: [0, 1]-+ D is a path, y([O, 1)) CD, y(l) e bD, such that (1.1) ll:v(t)-y(l)II<A[dist {:v(t),bD}] 112 (Ost<1) 
then lim1_. 1 f(y(t)) does not exist. 
If the domain is strictly convex this can be expressed in terms of balls: 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let Ll c eM, M> 1, be a bounded strictly convex domain with 
boundary of class C2• There are an r>O and a function g holomorphic in Ll 
such that if xe bLI and if A is a path with x as one end point such that A- {x} 
is contained in the open ball of radius r which is contained in Ll and tangent 
to bLI at x, then limzeA, z-+x g(z) does not exist. 
In the case when Ll is a ball Theorem 1.2 was proved in [2]. 
The question whether for every A, 0 <A < oo there is an f satisfying ( 1.1) 
remains open. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 ASSUMING THEOREM 1.2 
. Let IBM be the open unit ball in eM, M> 1. Fix xebiBM. For each o, 
O<o< 1, let 
Let T(x) be the real hyperplane through x, tangent to biBM at x. It is easy to 
see that {ye IBM: \\y-x\1 <o[dist {y, T(x)}] 112} is the open ball of radius o2!2, 
centered at (1 - o2 /2)x. It follows that if EJ(x, r) is the open ball of radius r, 
O<r< 1, contained in IBM and tangent to biBM at x then there is a o, O<o< 1, 
such that A 8(x) c EJ(x, r). 
We denote by (z\w) the standard Hermitean inner product on eM; Re (z\w) 
is the corresponding Euclidean inner product on eM= IR2M. Now, fix r, 
O<r< 1, and let ye B(x,r). We have 
- 2Re (X\Y) < [(2r-1) -\\Y\\ 2]1(1- r) 
which implies that 
\\X-Y\\2 < 1+[(2r-1)-\\Y~ 2]1(1-r)+\\Y\\ 2 =r/(1-r) 
1-\\Yf 1-\\yf 
and consequently 
This shows that if 0 < o < 1 then there is an r> 0 such that EJ(x, r) is contained 
in A 8(x). 
Assume that Theorem 1.2 holds. Let Ll ceM, M> 1, be a bounded strictly 
convex domain with boundary of class C2 so that there is a real-valued C2 
function ({J on eM with Ll = { x e eM: ({J(x) < 0}, with d({J * 0 on bLI and with the 
Hessian of ({J positive definite. There are R 1, R2 > 0 such that for each x e bLI, 
Ll contains the open ball of radius R 1, tangent to bLI at x, that meets Ll, and 
is contained in the open ball of radius R2 , tangent to bLI at x, that meets Ll. 
The preceding discussion now implies that the statement of Theorem 1.2 is 
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equivalent to the following: 
(2.1) { 
There are an_ A> 0 and a function g holomorphic in L1 such that 
if p: [0, 11-+ L1 is a path, p([O, 1)) c L1, p(l) e bL1, such that 
liP( I)-p(l)~ <A[dist {p(t), bL1 }1 112 (Os t< 1) 
then limr__, 1 g(p(t)) does not exist. 
It remains to prove that Theorem 1.1 follows from (2.1). 
Suppose that DC eN, N> 1, is a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain 
with C2 boundary. By the Fornaess embedding theorem [11 there are a neigh-
bourhood W of D, a biholomorphic map 'P of W onto a complex submanifold 
I of eM for some M> N, and a bounded strictly convex domain L1 in eM with 
C2 boundary such that I meets bL1 transversally, that 'P(D) =InL1 and that 
'P(bD)cbL1. Moreover [1, p. 5531 there is a constant c>O such that 
(2.2) c- 1llx- Yll s I 'P(x)- 'P{y)~ scllx-y~ (x, yeD). 
Let A and g be as in (2.1). Definef=go 'P. 
Suppose that 
{ 
for each xe 'P(bD) there are a neighbourhood V of x in 
(2.3) eM and an co>O such that for each ye Vni 
dist {y, 'P(bD)} s co dist {y, bL1}. 
Suppose now that b > 0 and that y: [0, 11-+ Dis a path, y([O, 1)) CD, y(1) e bD, 
which satisfies 
(2.4) ~y(t)- y(l)ll <b[dist {y(t),bD}1 112 (Ost< 1). 
By (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that for all t in a neighbourhood of 1 
II 'P(y(t))- 'P(y(l))ll sell y(t)- y(l)ll 
< c · b[dist {y(t), bD} 1112 
= c· b · infwebnlly(t)- wll 112 
and consequently p = 'P 0 )I satisfies (2.1) for all t in a neighbourhood of 1 
provided that b>O is so small that c312bw 112 <A and it follows that 
limr__, 1 f(y{t)) = limr__, 1 g(p(t)) does not exist. 
It remains to prove (2.3). We will do this by using the fact that I meets bL1 
transversally. It suffices to prove. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let 1 < N < M, let H be a 2M- 1 dimensional C2 submanifold of 
IR2M, let I be a 2N dimensional C2 submanifold of IR2M, transverse to H. Let 
OeHni. 
There are a neighbourhood V of 0 and an w <co such that for each y e vni 
dist {y,Hni} :s;w dist {y,H}. 
PROOF. Since His a submanifold one can straighten H in a neighbourhood 
of 0 by a diffeomorphism and since (by transversality) Hni is a submanifold 
of Hone can further straighten Hni within H in a neighbourhood of 0 by a 
diffeomorphism. As diffeomorphisms are Lipschitz it follows that to prove 
Lemma 2.1 we can assume with no loss of generality that Hand Hn I are linear 
subspaces of IR2M. 
Choose a coordinate system in IR 2M in such a way that 
T0I= {(x1,x2, ••• ,x2N,O, ... ,0); x;e IR, 1 :s;i:s;2N} 
and 
(2.5) T0InH=InH= {(x1,x2, ... ,x2N_ 1,0, ... ,0); X;E IR, 1 :5i:52N-1}. 
There are a neighbourhood Uo of 0 in IR 2N, C2 functions (/J2N+ I• ••• ,(/)2M in Uo 
and a neighbourhood V0 of 0 in IR2M such that 
(2.6) drp;(O, 0, ... , 0) = 0 (2N + 1 :s; i :s; 2M) 
and such that 
By (2.5) we have 
(2.7) ({J;(x" ... ,x2N_ 1,0)=0 ((x" ... ,x2N-l>O)eU0). 
Further, as His a hyperplane in IR2M there is a unit vector h = (h 1, .•• , h2M) such 
that H={xeiR2M:x1h1+···+x2Mh2M=O}. Clearly h is perpendicular to 
T0InH and by the transversality condition, h is not perpendicular to T0I 
which implies that h has the form h=(O,O, ... ,O,h2N,h2N+I•····h2M) where 
h2N-:f:.0. 
Suppose now that xein V0 • Then 
X= (x" ... , x2N, rp2N+ 1(x1, ••• , x2N), ... , rp2M(x1, ••• , x2N)) 
for some (x" ... , x2N) e U0 • If x is sufficiently close to 0 we have 
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Now, for each i, 2N+ 1 sis 2M, 
{O;(x" ... , x2N) = {O;(x1, ••• , x2N-" 0) 
where 0<r9(x1, ••• ,x2N-l)<l. If x2N-=t=O it follows by (2.7) that 
{O;(x1, ••• ,x2N) 8{0; 
= -!l- (X1, ••• ,x2N-1>0) 
x2N uX2N 
which, by (2.6) implies that 
dist {x,.EnH} 1 + O((x1, ••• , x2N)) 
dist {x,H} 1~2NI + O((x" ... , x2N)" 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Thus we proved that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2. 
3. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that L1 is a bounded strictly 
convex domain in eN, N> 1, with boundary of class C2• With no loss of 
generality assume that 0 e L1. 
For each xe bL1 and each r, O<rs 1, we denote by H(rx) the real hyperplane 
through rx, tangent to b(rL1) at rx. If e>O we denote by W(rx,e) the open ball 
in H(rx) centered at rx and of radius e:W(rx,e)={yeH(rx):lly-rxll<e}. 
Further, for each xebL1 and each r>O we denote by Q(x,r) the open ball of 
radius r which meets L1 and which is tangent to bL1 at x. 
As in [2] we will prove that there are 
(a) an r>O 
(b) a sequence an, 0<a1 <a2 < ··· < 1, lim an= 1 
(c) a sequence Gn of finite families of· sets of the form W(ex, R) where 
xebL1, an<e, and W(ex,R)Can+lL1, such that if if'n=Uwea W then the 
following holds: ' 
{ 
if y e bL1 and if A is a path with y as one end point which satisfies 
(3.1) A- {y} CD(y,r) then there is an n0 e IN such that for each n2::n0 
A meets if'n, 
(d) a sequence Cn, lim Cn = + oo 
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(e) a function g holomorphic in Ll such that 
{ Re g > Cn on "'fn if n is even (3.2) 
Re g < - Cn on "'fn if n is odd. 
Suppose that we have done this. Let xe bLI and let A be a path with x as one 
end point such that A- {x} c.Q(x,r). By (3.1) it follows that there is an n0 e IN 
such that for each n ~ n0 there is an Xn e A n "'fn. We have lim Xn = x and by 
(3.2), lim SUPn-+co Re g(Xn) = + oo, lim infn-+co Re g(xn) = - oo. Consequently, 
limzeA, z-+x g(z) does not exist. 
To help the reader we recall that, as in [2], each family On consists of a 
finite number of subfamilies Gn1, ••• ,Gnl> such that for a fixedj, 1sjs/, all 
We Gni areof the form W= W(rnjx,e), xe bLI, i.e. are tangent to rLI for r=rni 
where W is contained in rn,j+ 1LI, rn,j+ 1 < 1. In addition, to be able to apply 
Runge's theorem, we require that if W1, W2 e Gni then W1 does not meet the 
hyperplane containing W2 (the necessary arguments are contained in Lemma 
4.2 and Lemma 4.3). This of course implies that the W's in Gni are far from 
each other and consequently that there are many paths approaching bLI through 
.Q(y,r) that miss Uweo. W. However, we choose the families Gni in such·a 
way that we "catch" all the paths, i.e. that every path approaching bLI through 
D(y, r) meets U weo W (the necessary covering argument is contained in 
Lemma 4.1). On th~se W's we carefully apply Runge's theorem to get the 
function g (see the proofs of Lemma 5.2 and of Theorem 1.2). 
4. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
Denote by B the open unit ball in eN. With no loss of generality assume that 
BeLl. Since Ll is bounded there is a P< oo such that Ll cpB. With no loss of 
generality assume that for each xe bLI, .Q(x, 1)CLI c.Q(.x, p). For each xe bLI 
denote by v(x) the interior unit normal to bLI at x. Since Ll is strictly convex 
with C2 boundary there are constants y < oo and T > 0 such that 
(4.1) ~v(x)- v(yH syllx-Yll (.x, ye bLI) 
and 
(4.2) IRe <lxl- 1xlv(x))i2::r (xebLI). 
LEMMA 4.1. Letp e IN and let x e bLI. There are a neighbourhood U c bLI of 
x, an r0 >0 and an Me IN such that for any r, 0<r<r0 , there are finite sets 
SmC U, 1 smsM, such that 
M 
Uc U U (x+rB). 
m=l xeSm 
and such that 
llx-yll~pr whenever .x,yeSm, x=~:.y, 1sms.M. 
For the proof see the proof of [2, Lemma 5]. 
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LEMMA 4.2. There are eo< 1 and a> 0 such that if x e bL1, l!o < e 1 < e2 < 1 and 
0 < R < a(e2 - {!1) 112 then W(e 1 x, R) C e 2L1. 
PROOF. Choose eo< 1 so close to 1 that 
a=r112(2eo-(1-eo)P> 112 -P((1-e0)(1-r2)) 112 >0. 
Suppose that xebL1, eo<e1<e2<1 and 0<R<a(e2-e1) 112. We prove that 
W(e 1x,R)ce2Q(x, 1). Denote by z the intersection of H(e1x) with the line 
through e2x perpendicular to H(e1x). Write 
q=(e2-l!l)ilxll and d=dist {e2x,H(e1x)}. 
We have d=qq where 1 ?::.q?::.r by (4.2). Further, llz-e1xll =q(1-q2)112. Note 
that H(e1 x) n e2Q(x, 1) is a (2N- 1) dimensional ball in H(e1 x) whose radius 
is (d(2e1- d)) 112 = (qq(2{! 1 - qq)) 112. So to prove that W(e 1x,R)Ce2Q(x, 1) 
it suffices to prove that R+q(1-q2)112 <(qq(2e2-qq)) 112. Recall that 
1 $11x11 $p. Let 0<R<a(e2-e1)112. We have 
R < W2- l!l) 112[[r(2eo- (1- l!o)P)] 112 - p[(1- e0)(1- r 2)] 112] 
$ l<e2- !!1 )q(2eo- <e2- !!1 )p)] 112 - <e2- !!1 )P(1 -q2) 112 
$ [qq(2eo -17(!!2- l!l)ilxll>1 112 - (!!2- l!l)ilxll (1 -q2)112 
= [qq(2eo-Q11)1112_q(1-q2)1n. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. There is an w>O such that the following holds. Let x, yebL1, 
x-:1= y, let 112<e< 1 and let O<Rw< llx- yjj. Then 
W(ex. R)nH(ey) = 0. 
PROOF. Put w=4yp. Recall that L1CQ(y,p). Write 
x= y+ (Re (x-yjv(y)) )v(y) + z where Re <zjv(y)) = 0. 
As x e bL1 we can choose t?::. 1 such that 
x= y+ (Re <x-yjv(y)) )v(y) + tze bQ(y, p). 
Clearly llx- Yll ?::.jjx-yjj. We have 
llx- Yli 2=2PRe <x-yjv(y)) =2PRe <x-yjv(y)) >0. 
By (4.1) 
2Py?::.2Piix- Yll- 2llx- Yll·liv(x)- v(y)il 
= llv(x)- v(y)illlx- Yil· (Re <x-yjv(y)) )- 1, 
so 
(4.3) 2 Re (x-yjv(y))?::.-llx-yllllv(x)-v(y)jj. 
w 
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Let ze W(x,r) where O<rw<2iix-Yii· Note that 
H(x)= { weCN:Re (w-xiv(x)) =0}, 
H(y)={weCN:Re (w-ylv(y))=O}. 
Now, Re (Z-Yiv(y))=Re <z-xlv(y)-v(x))+Re (x-ylv(y)) so by (4.3), 
IRe (z-Ylv(y))l<== ~ llx-Yii·iiv(x)- v(y)ii- riiv(y)- v(x)ii >0 
w 
since v(x) * v(y) by the strict convexity of Ll. Consequently, z El' H(y). It follows 
that if ze W(ex,er) where wr<2iix- Yii then zEI'H(ey). Since 112<e< 1 this 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let O<r< 1, O<e< 1, (1-e)P<r, and 0<P<(2r) 112. Let 
x,yebLI, llx-yll <P(1-e) 112. Then x andy both lie on the same side of 
H(ex). Moreover, 
H(ex) n Q(y, r) C W(ex, Q(l -e) 112) 
where 
Q =PO- e) 112 + P(1 + ry) + (2Pr) 112• 
Consequently, every path A connecting a point in eLl with y and satisfying 
A- {y} C Q(y, r) intersects W(ex, Q(1- e) 112). 
We defer the proof of Lemma 4.4 until Section 6 and now turn to the proof 
of Theorem 1.2. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
LEMMA 5.1. There is an r>O with the following property: Let O<a< 1. There 
are K E I'N, numbers l!k> 1 ~k~K. a<e1 < ... <eK<l!K+ 1 = 1, numbers Rk>O, 
1~k~K. such that W(x,Rk)Cl!k+ILI for every xeb(ekLI), 1~k~K. and for 
each k, 1 ~ k ~ K, there is a finite set Tk C b(e kLI) such that 
(i) W(x,Rk)nH(y) =0 whenever x, ye Tk> X*Y· 1 ~k~K 
(ii) given any ye bLI there are k, 1 ~k~K. and ze Tk such that if A is a path 
joining a point in aLl with y such that A - {y} c Q(y, r) then A meets 
W(z,Rk). 
PROOF. It is enough to prove the following. Let xebLI. There are Mei'N, 
r>O, a neighbourhood UcbLI of x and an a, O<a< 1, such that the following 
holds: 
Given any e~o a<e 1 < 1 there are R>O and l!m• 1 ~m~M+ 1, e 1 <e2 < ··· < 
<eM<l!M+ 1 < 1, such that 
W(y,R)Cl!m+ILI (yeb(emLI), 1~m~M) 
and such that for each m, 1 ~m~M. there is a finite set Smcb(emLI) such that 
(i) W(y,R)nH(z)=0 whenever y, zeSm, Y*Z, 1~m~M. 
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(ii) given any y e U there are m, 1 s m s M, and z e Sm such that if A is a 
path joining a point in e1L1 withy such that A- {y} CD(y, r) then A meets 
W(z,R). 
To prove this, fix an integer pe IN, 
(5.1) p>4w, 
and let U, r0 and M be as in Lemma 4.1. Choose P such that 
(5.2) 0<P<u(2M)- 112, P<(2r) 112. 
By (5.1) one can choose a, O<a< 1, and r>O such that 
(5.3) 2w[P- 1(l-a) 112P+ (1 + ry) + p- 1(2rP) 112] <p, 
(5.4) P[(l-a)/2] 112 <r0 
and 
(5.5) a> 112, a>e0 , (1-a)P<r, 
(5.6) Q<u(2M)- 112 
where 
Q=P(l- a) 112 + (1 + ry)P+ (2rP) 112, 
where P and y are as in Sec. 4 and where eo and u are as in Lemma 4.2. 
By (5.3) we have 
(5.7) 2wQIP<p. 
Choose e., a<e1<1, and put &=(1-e1)/(2M). Let 
em=e.+(m-1)!9 (lsmsM+1) 
and define 
R=QO-e.>u2. 
By (5.6) we have 
R < u(2M)- 112(1-e1)112 = u· &112 = u(em+ 1 -em) 112 (1 sm sM), 
which, by (5.5) and by Lemma 4.2 implies that 
W(emz.R)Cem+IL1 (zebL1, 1smsM). 
Let 
e=P{(1-e.)/2)ll2. 
We have (1-e1)/2< 1-em (1 smsM) so e<P{1-em) 112 (1 smsM). By 
(5.2), (5.5) and by Lemma 4.4 it follows that 
{ 
if 1 s m s M, if z, we bL1, I z- w I < e then every path A 
(5.8) connecting a point in emL1 with z and satisfying A- -{z} c.Q(z, r) 
intersects W(emw,Q{1-em) 112)CW(emw,R). 
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Observe that by (5.4), e<r0• So, by Lemma 4.1, there are finite sets TmC U, 
1 smsM, such that 
(a) llz-YII~Pe (z,yeTm, z':F-y, 1smsM) 
M 
(b) Uc U U (y+eB). 
i=l yeTm 
Define Sm=emTm (1smsM). 
Let 1 smsM and let y, ze Tm, y':F-z. By (5.7) we have 
By (5.5) and by Lemma 4.3 it follows that W(emz.R)nH(IlmY)=O which 
proves (i). Further, let ye U. By (b) there are m, 1 smsM, and ze Tm such 
that lz-Yll <e. Now (ii) follows by (5.8). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let O<a< 1. Let K, llto Rk and Tto 1 sksK, be as in Lemma 
5 .1. Given e > 0 and C < oo there is a polynomial P such that 
K 
(i) Re P> C on U U W(x, Rk) 
k=l xeT• 
(ii) IPI<e on aLl. 
PROOF. (see [3, p. 432]). Fix k and let xe Tk. Let 'I' be an affine functional 
whose real part vanishes on the hyperplane H which contains W(x, Rk), and 
satisfies Re '1'(0) > 0. Since H is disjoint from W(y, Rk), y e Tk, y ':F-x, and 
disjoint from Ilk-ILl it follows that there is some o>O such that Re 'P~o on 
Ilk-ILl and on W(y,Rk), ye Tto y':F-x. Note that 'I'(LI) is a bounded convex set. 
By composing 'I' with a polynomial in one variable that is of modulus less than 
ron {(e 'I'(LI): Re c~o} and that is essentially c+ 1 on { C e 'I'(LI): Re C = 0} we 
obtain a polynomial p on eN such that Rep> con W(x, Rk) and that I PI< ron 
W(y,Rk), ye Tkt y':F-x, and on llk- 1LI. If we chooser's and c's properly then 
the sum P of these polynomials will have the required properties. This com-
pletes the proof. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 [2]. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 there are an r>O, a 
sequence an, 0 < a1 < a2 < · · · < 1, lim an= 1, and a sequence of sets "'fno 
"'fn Can+ 1 Ll \ anLI, such that if n e IN, if x e bLI and if A is a path joining a 
point in anLI with x which satisfies A- {x} C.O(x, r) then A meets "'fn. More-
over, for each n e IN, On>O, and Cn< oo there is a polynomial Pn such that 
IPnl <On on anLI and Re Pn > Cn on "'fn. If the sequence Cn is chosen induc-
tively to increase to + oo fast enough and if the sequence On is chosen to 
decrease to 0 fast enough then the series 1:;=, ( -1)nPn converges uniformly 
on compacta in Ll to a function g holomorphic in Ll which satisfies (3.2). By 
the paragraph following (3.2) this completes the proof. 
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6. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4 
LEMMA 6.1. Let xel!f, llxll=l, let 0<r<1, O<A<r, and let o>O. Write 
H= {zeiCN:Re <zlx> =r-A}. Let Q be an open ball of radius r contained in 
the halfspace {zeiCN:Re <zlx> <r} whose center v satisfies II vii <o. If 
zeHnQ then · 
liz- (r- A)xll < [A(2r- A)] 112 + o. 
PROOF. Let v=ax+w, aeiR, Re <wlx>=O. Since Q is contained in 
{zeiCN:Re <zlx> <r} it follows that a~O. Let u=(r-A)x+ w be the perpen-
dicular projection of v onto H. By our assumption, II wll <o. Now, HnD (if not 
empty) is the open ball in H centered at u and of radius R = [r2 - (r- A- a )2] 112• 
As a~O we haveR~ [r2 - (r- A)2] 112 = [A(2r-A)] 112• Consequently, if zeHnQ 
then liz- (r- A)xll ~liz- ull + llu- (r-A)xll <R +o. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let O<e<1 and let xebLI. Then 
(6.1) r(l- e)~dist {H(x), H(ex)} ~P(l-e). 
PROOF. Both H(x) and H(ex) are perpendicular to v(x) so 
dist {H(x), H(ex)} =IRe <x-exlv(x)>l ~(1-e)IRe < llxll- 1 ·xlv(x)>l. 
which, by (4.2), proves the left inequality in (6.1), while IRe (x-exlv(x)>l ~ 
~(1-e)llxll ~P(l-e) implies the right inequality in (6.1). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let xebLI, let O<e<1 and suppose that yebLI satisfies 
llx- Yll <(2r(l-e)) 112• Then y lies on the same side of H(ex) as x. 
PROOF. It is enough to show that if ye ICN\ Q(x, 1) and llx- Yll <(2r(1-e)) 112 
then y lies on the same side of H(ex) as x. Write e=(2r(l-e)) 112• By Lemma 
6.2, e2 <2d where d=dist {x,H(ex)}. Write y=x+Av(x)+z, AEIR, ze -x+ 
+H(x), and assume that ye ICN\ Q(x, 1) and lly-xll <e, i.e. that llx+ v(x)-
-(x+Av(x)+z)ll~1 and llzii 2+A 2<e2. It follows that (1-A)2 +IIzf~1 so 
A2 + llzii 2 ~2A which implies that 2A<e2 <2d, and consequently A<d. This 
completes the proof. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4. Since P< (2r) 112 it follows by Lemma 6.3 that y lies on 
the same side of H(ex) as x. Let u be the perpendicular projection of x onto 
H(ex). As llx-yii<P(1-e) 112 it follows by (4.1) that the centers x+rv(x), 
y + rv(y) of Q(x, r) and Q(y, r), respectively, are closer to each other than 
o = (1 + ry)P(1- e) 112• Note also that Q(y, r) lies on the same side of H(x) as 
Q(x, r). Further, by (6.1) the distance A between H(ex) and H(x) is at most 
p(l-e)<r. So, if zeH(ex)nQ(y,r) it follows by Lemma 6.1 that 
II z- ull <o + (A(2r- A)) 112 < (2Ar) 112 + (1 + ry)P(1- e) 112 < 
< [(2pr) 112 + (1 + ry)P](l- e) 112. 
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Since llu-exll <(1-e)P it follows that 
liz- ex II< [(2rP> 112 + (1 + ry)P+ PO- e) 112](1- e) 112 
which completes the proof. 
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